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Abstract
Precise module interface speci!cations are essential in modular software development. The
role of state in these speci!cations has been the issue of some debate and is central to the
notion of data re!nement. In previous work, Ho2man and Strooper introduce a state-abstraction
lattice that de!nes a partial order on speci!cations for deterministic and complete languages.
They use this lattice to de!ne a notion of state abstractness and show that this intuitive notion
corresponds to the use of the terms “abstract” and “concrete” as used in data-re!nement proofs.
In this paper, we extend this work for a class of speci!cations and languages that we call
demonic and semi-deterministic. We also introduce a notion of backward re!nement and prove
that backward re!nement together with the common forward re!nement of VDM and Z form a
sound and complete re!nement technique with respect to a partial order on languages de!ned
by demonic speci!cations. We illustrate the ideas using simple languages and speci!cations.
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1. Introduction
The key idea in modular software development is to decompose a system into a small
number of modules, and to continue doing so until all modules are of a reasonable
complexity. This approach relies on being able to subdivide the system into relatively
independent modules, and being able to precisely specify the interfaces between these
modules.
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We would like our speci!cations to be “black box”. The internals of the module are
of no concern to us; only the externally observable behaviour, in the form of inputs and
outputs, is relevant. However, the notion of state is important in such speci!cations,
because past inputs typically inFuence future outputs, which can only be attributed to a
di2erence in state.
In this paper, we build on work by Ho2man and Strooper [9], who de!ne a notion of
state abstractness for speci!cations and introduce a state-abstraction lattice to charac-
terise re!nement proofs with abstraction functions. Their work applies to speci!cations
of languages that are complete – every sequence of calls has a behaviour de!ned for it
– and deterministic – there is at most one behaviour de!ned for every sequence of calls.
Ho2man and Strooper show that state abstractness is, in general, independent of the
choice between property-based, model-based, and operational speci!cations. Although
some people object to using the notion of “state” for a property-based speci!cation,
equivalence classes of traces can serve as a reasonable notion of state for such speci-
!cations [9]. In this paper, we explore the relation between the abstraction lattice and
data-re!nement proofs.
Data-re!nement proofs [2, 6, 12, 17] are important in modular software development.
They are used to verify that a speci!cation (or implementation) SC with a concrete
state representation is correct with respect to a speci!cation SA with an abstract state
representation. The state-abstraction lattice justi!es the terms abstract and concrete
used in this setting: if there exists a data-re!nement proof using an abstraction function
that proves that SC is correct with respect to SA, then RSC 4RSA in the state-abstraction
lattice (where, for a speci!cation S, RS is an equivalence relation de!ned on S). The
contrapositive of this result tells us that if RSC 4RSA in the state-abstraction lattice, then
we cannot prove that SC is correct with respect to SA using a standard data-re!nement
proof with an abstraction function.
In the remainder of this paper, we will generalise these results for languages and
speci!cations that are not necessarily complete and deterministic. In particular, we
introduce the notions of demonic languages and speci!cations, and semi-deterministic
speci!cations, and we show how the results extend for these speci!cations and lan-
guages. In doing so, we de!ne an ordering on demonic languages that provides a
re!nement semantics on demonic speci!cations. We prove that the common forward
re!nement notion of VDM and Z [12, 18, 17] together with an adequate backward
re!nement notion form a sound and complete proof technique with respect to this
re!nement semantics.
In Section 2, we present our terminology for languages and speci!cations. Section 3
formally de!nes the restrictions that Ho2man and Strooper place on the languages
and speci!cations in their work. We also introduce the notions of demonic languages
and speci!cations, and semi-deterministic speci!cations. In Section 4, we state the
VDM and Z notion of forward re!nement. We also introduce a partial order on de-
monic languages, and show that forward re!nement is a sound proof technique with
respect to this ordering. The completeness of forward re!nement is proven for demonic,
semi-deterministic speci!cations. Section 5 generalises the state-abstraction lattice for
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demonic and semi-deterministic speci!cations and languages. The mathematical struc-
ture that we use to capture state abstractness is no longer a lattice in this case, but
simply a partially ordered set. In Section 6 we introduce a backward re!nement tech-
nique and prove that forward and backward re!nement together are sound and complete
with respect to the re!nement semantics given in Section 4. In Section 7, we review
related work. In particular, we explain how our notion of re!nement relates to the
VDM and Z notion of data re!nement [12, 17], and how it relates to forward and
backward simulation of state machines [8, 10, 11, 15].
The appendices contain the de!nitions of a number of languages and speci!cations
that we use as examples throughout the paper. Each appendix !rst de!nes a language
informally, and then presents one or more Object-Z speci!cations [4] for that language.
We have used Object-Z merely because it provides a convenient structuring notation
for the types of modules and speci!cations that we consider in this paper. We do not
use any of the object-oriented features of Object-Z. The languages and speci!cations
are clearly contrived – they simply serve to illustrate the concepts introduced in the
paper.
2. Languages and specications
Following Parnas [16], we de!ne a module as a programming work assignment,
and a module interface as the set of assumptions that programmers using the module
are permitted to make about its behaviour. An interface specication (hereafter just
specication) is a statement of these assumptions. We view a module as a black
box, accessible only through a !xed set of operations – the exported procedures and
functions. The syntax of the speci!cation states the names of the access routines, and
their inputs and outputs. We use Op to denote the set of all operation names, In to
denote the set of all inputs for Op, and Out to denote the set of all outputs. We use
the special symbol ⊥ to indicate an operation with no input or no output.
The semantics of the speci!cation describes the observable behaviour of the opera-
tions. We are interested in comparing the behaviour of di2erent speci!cations. Because
there are many ways to represent the state in a speci!cation, we need a de!nition of
behaviour that is independent of the state representation. We !rst consider histories:
!nite, possibly empty sequences of the form
h = 〈c1; v1〉〈c2; v2〉 : : : 〈cn; vn〉:
For i∈{1; : : : ; n}, ci = 〈i; opi〉 is a call to an operation opi ∈Op with input i ∈ In, and
vi ∈Out is an output. We use the symbol  to denote the empty history.
2.1. Languages
The set of all histories, H, is determined by Op, In, and Out. A language L is
de!ned as a subset of H. In this paper, we only consider non-empty languages that
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are prex-closed: for any history h∈H and any call-value pair 〈c; v〉, if h〈c; v〉 ∈L
then h∈L,
LanH = {L⊆H | L = ∅ ∧L is pre!x-closed}:
Note that this is quite a natural restriction and that it implies that ∈L for all languages
in LanH.
We introduce the following operators on histories. For any history
h = 〈c1; v1〉〈c2; v2〉 : : : 〈cn; vn〉;
we denote the corresponding trace or input sequence by
I(h) = c1c2 : : : cn:
We de!ne I()= . For a set of histories H ⊆H, we de!ne the set of all traces of
H by
Tr(H) = {I(h) | h ∈ H}:
For a language L and a trace t ∈Tr(H), we collect all possible histories (in L)
with trace t in the set
L(t) = {h | h ∈L ∧I(h) = t}:
Note that for each h∈L, h∈L(I(h)). For languages L, L′⊆H,
L∪L′(·) = L(·) ∪L′(·); L∩L′(·) = L(·) ∩L′(·):
We will also use the following operators on !nite sequences = s1s2 : : : sn: [i] = si,
head()= s1, front()= s1; : : : ; sn−1, last()= sn, and  . {1; : : : ; m} the restriction of
 to {1; : : : ; m}. Finally, we use #S to denote the size or length of a set or sequence S.
2.2. Specications
A speci!cation S de!nes a language L – the subset of H expressing the behaviour
de!ned by the speci!cation. In general, the form of the speci!cation may vary, but in
this paper we focus on model-based speci!cations, where the behaviour is speci!ed in
terms of a state space St.
Denition 1. A model-based speci!cation S is a six-tuple
(Op; St; In; Out; INIT; S)
with operation set Op, state set St, input set In, output set Out, a non-empty set of
initial states INIT⊆ St, and an interpretation function
S : Op→ P((In× St)× (St × Out)):
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Note that Op, St, In, Out, INIT are permitted to be in!nite sets. Any operation
op∈Op is interpreted via S as a set of pairs
(〈; s〉; 〈s′; !〉);
where each pair represents a state transition with input ∈ In, internal states s; s′ ∈ St
(s denotes the state before and s′ the state after the operation is performed), and output
!∈Out. For a speci!cation S, the precondition of operation op∈Op with input ∈ In
will be denoted by
preS(〈; op〉) = {s ∈ St | ∃ s′ ∈ St; ! ∈ Out : (〈; s〉; 〈s′; !〉) ∈ opS}
and the postcondition of op with input  by
postS(〈; op〉) = {s′ ∈ St | ∃ s ∈ St; ! ∈ Out : (〈; s〉; 〈s′; !〉) ∈ opS}:
Similarly, we de!ne the postcondition of a trace t ∈Tr(H) by
ptraceS(t) =


INIT if t is the empty trace;
{s′ ∈ St | ∃ s ∈ St; ! ∈ Out:
(〈; s〉; 〈s′; !〉) ∈ opS ∧ s ∈ ptraceS(t1)}
if t = t1〈; op〉:
Note that in our setting, pre- and postconditions denote sets of states, not predicates.
Given a speci!cation S and a history h∈H, we denote the set of nal states of h
by
nalS(h) =


INIT if h = ;
{s′ ∈ St | ∃ s ∈ St : (〈; s〉; 〈s′; !〉) ∈ opS ∧ s ∈ nalS(h1)}
if h = h1〈〈; op〉; !〉:
We can now de!ne the language accepted by a speci!cation S, consisting of the
empty history and all histories that are produced by starting from an initial state in
INIT and recursively applying the operations from Op.
Denition 2. For a speci!cation S, the language accepted by S is
LS = {h ∈H | h =  ∨ ∃ h1 ∈LS ; op ∈ Op;  ∈ In; ! ∈ Out :
h = h1〈〈; op〉; !〉 ∧ (∃ s ∈ nalS(h1); s′ ∈ St : (〈; s〉; 〈s′; !〉) ∈ opS)}:
It follows from this de!nition that LS is in LanH.
Note that nalS(h)⊆ptraceS(I(h)) for all histories h∈H and
ptraceS(t) = ∪{nalS(h) | h ∈LS ∧I(h) = t}
for all traces t ∈Tr(H).
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SA1
v :Z
INIT
v=0
random
 (v)
true
val
out! :Z
out! = v
Fig. 1. Object-Z speci!cation SA1 for LA.
2.3. Example
Consider the random number generating module de!ned by LA in Appendix A. It
contains two operations: random generates a random integer value and has no output
(indicated by the special value ⊥), and val returns the value generated by the last
call to random as an output. If no call to random has been made, val returns 0. For
example, the history
〈val; 0〉〈random;⊥〉〈val;−1〉〈random;⊥〉〈val; 1〉
belongs to the language LA, whereas the history
〈random;⊥〉〈val;−1〉〈val; 1〉
does not. Here we have used op as a shorthand for 〈⊥; op〉, a call to an operation with
no input.
An Object-Z speci!cation SA1 for LA is shown in Fig. 1. An Object-Z class is
represented as a named box, SA1 in this case. A class contains an unnamed state
schema, an initialisation schema (INIT), and zero or more operations (two in this case).
For SA1, the state consists of the integer variable v. The initial value of v is constrained
to 0 in the initial state schema. The delta-list  (v) in the schema for random indicates
that the value of v may change; the predicate true indicates that the value v′ after the
call is not constrained. Finally, the schema for val speci!es that the output variable
out! is equal to v. Since val does not have a delta-list, the value of v does not change
(i.e., v′= v).
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3. Demonic languages and specications
The state-abstraction lattice de!ned in [9] applies to languages that are complete and
deterministic. A language L is complete if for every trace in Tr(H) there is at least
one history in L, and it is deterministic if for every trace in Tr(H) there is at most
one history in L.
Denition 3. A language L∈LanH is complete if
Tr(L) = Tr(H):
A language L is deterministic if
∀ t ∈ Tr(L) : #L(t) = 1:
For a language that is both complete and deterministic, there is exactly one history in
the language for each trace. Speci!cations are also assumed to be state-deterministic,
in that there is a unique !nal state for each history.
Denition 4. A speci!cation S is state-deterministic if
∀ h ∈LS : #nalS(h) = 1:
As a special case, note that for a state-deterministic speci!cation S
#nalS() = #INIT = 1:
The language LA discussed in the previous section is complete, but not deterministic.
The speci!cation SA1 is not state-deterministic. The speci!cation SB1, obtained from
SA1 by changing the speci!cation of random to
random
 (v)
v′= v+ 1
so that it increments the value of v each time it is called, is state-deterministic. It
de!nes the language LB that is both complete and deterministic.
If instead we change SA1 to SC1 by adding the operation
two
v=2
that is only enabled when v has the value 2, then this de!nes a language LC that
is neither complete, nor deterministic. Note that two does not have a delta-list and
therefore does not change the value of v; it checks that the value of v before the
operation is 2, and if it is not, then the operation is not enabled. This means that LC
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is not complete, because 〈two;⊥〉 ∈LC . LC is also not deterministic because LA is
not deterministic and LA⊆LC .
In the remainder of this paper, the notion of a demonic language will play a major
role. We will demonstrate that this language class provides a natural semantics for data
re!nements in VDM and Z. Intuitively, a language L is demonic if for every trace t
in Tr(L), every history of L corresponding to a sub-trace of t must be extendible by
calls from t.
Denition 5. A language L is demonic if
∀ t ∈ Tr(L)\{}:L(front(t)) = {h . {1; : : : ; #t − 1} | h ∈ L(t)}:
The set of demonic languages will be denoted by
LandH = {L⊆H | L = ∅ ∧L is demonic}:
Note that the inclusion
∀ t ∈ Tr(L) \ {}:L( front(t))⊇{h . {1; : : : ; #t − 1} | h ∈ L(t)} (1)
is an equivalent way of expressing that a non-empty language L is pre!x-closed.
The languages LA and LB are both demonic, but the language LC is not. This is
because SC1 includes the operation two that is only enabled when the value of the
state variable v is 2. For example, for
t = 〈random〉〈val〉〈two〉;
we have
LC (front(t)) = {〈random;⊥〉〈val; i〉 | i ∈ Z};
whereas
{h . {1; 2} | h ∈ LC (t)} = {〈random;⊥〉〈val; 2〉}:
Every deterministic language is demonic. Unfortunately, the set of demonic languages
LandH does not behave as nicely as the set of pre!x-closed languages LanH, which
forms a complete lattice under the inclusion ordering ⊆ and the usual set operations.
In general, demonic languages are not closed under intersection and union. However,
if two demonic languages have the same set of traces, then their union is demonic.
Proposition 1. If for a family of languages Li ∈LandH; i∈ I with Tr(Li)=Tr(Lj);
i; j∈ I; then ⋃i∈ILi ∈LandH.
Proof. We take a trace t ∈Tr(⋃i∈I Li)\{}. Then, t ∈Tr(Li)\{}, for every i∈ I . The
languages Li, i∈ I are demonic and therefore
Li(front(t)) = {h . {1; : : : ; #t − 1} | h ∈ Li(t)}
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for i∈ I . Hence,
∪i∈I Li(front(t)) =
⋃
i∈I
Li(front(t))
=
⋃
i∈I
{h . {1; : : : ; #t − 1} | h ∈ Li(t)}
= {h . {1; : : : ; #t − 1} | h ∈ ∪i∈I Li(t)}:
There is a notion corresponding to demonic languages for speci!cations. A speci!-
cation is demonic if any two states that can be reached after a certain number of calls
can be extended by the same set of calls.
Denition 6. A speci!cation S is demonic if
∀ t ∈Tr(LS) \ {} : ptraceS(front(t))⊆preS(last(t)):
Observe that every speci!cation S that is total in the following sense:
∀ op ∈ Op;  ∈ In : preS(〈; op〉) = ∅ ⇒ preS(〈; op〉) = St
is demonic. Every speci!cation S that is not total has a natural total and hence demonic
extension obtained by adding a new state abort and a new output symbol ab. We then
extend every operation op∈Op in the following way: if preS(〈; op〉) = ∅, we add a
new transition (〈; s〉; 〈abort; ab〉) to the interpretation opS for every pair 〈; s〉 such that
s ∈preS(〈; op〉). This includes transitions of the form (〈; abort〉; 〈abort; ab〉) for every
operation. Similarly, every pre!x-closed language has a natural demonic extension.
Proposition 2. Every demonic specication S denes a demonic language LS .
Proof. Any speci!cation S de!nes a pre!x-closed language LS and therefore we have
inclusion (1). To prove the inclusion in the other direction, we assume a demonic
speci!cation S. Let t ∈Tr(LS)\{} and h∈LS (front(t)). Because S is demonic we
have ptraceS(front(t))⊆preS(last(t)) and so nalS(h)⊆preS(last(t)). Hence,
we may extend h by the call last(t), and there exists an output !∈Out such that
h〈last(t); !〉 ∈LS (t), which is what we need to prove the inclusion in the other di-
rection.
The converse is not true in general: there are non-demonic speci!cations that spec-
ify demonic languages. For example, the speci!cation SD1 obtained from SC1 by
removing val is not demonic, because even though 〈random〉〈two〉 ∈Tr(LD), we have
ptraceSD1(〈random〉)=Z and preSD1(〈two〉)= {2}. However, the language LD spec-
i!ed by SD1 is clearly demonic, because there are no operations with any output.
Nevertheless, we show in Proposition 11 that for every demonic language L there
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SA2
v :Z ∪ {⊥}
INIT
v=0
random
 (v)
v′= ⊥
val
 (v)
out! :Z
(v= ⊥ ∧ v′ ∈ Z ∧ out! = v′) ∨ (v ∈ Z ∧ v′= v ∧ out! = v′)
Fig. 2. Object-Z speci!cation SA2 for LA.
exists a demonic speci!cation S such that L=LS (in fact, there are many such spec-
i!cations).
We sometimes use an additional condition, requiring that each history h∈LS corre-
sponds to exactly one equivalence class of internal states. In this case, it is legitimate
to think of “exactly one” state.
Denition 7. A speci!cation S is semi-deterministic if
∀ op∈Op; ∈ In; !∈Out; s∈ St; h ∈LS :
(s ∈ nalS(h) ∧ h〈〈; op〉; !〉 ∈LS)⇒ (∃ s′ ∈ St : (〈; s〉; 〈s′; !〉) ∈ opS):
In other words, if h; hh′ ∈LS and  is a state sequence that belongs to history h, then
there exists a sequence of states ′ such that ′ belongs to history hh′. So although
a history might end up in di2erent states, they must be indistinguishable with respect
to future behaviour.
The speci!cation SA1 for language LA is not semi-deterministic. For example, for
h= 〈random;⊥〉 we have 3∈ nalSA1(h) and h〈val; 5〉 ∈LA, but there exists no state
s′ such that (〈⊥; 3〉; 〈s′; 5〉)∈ valSA1. However, the speci!cation SA2, shown in Fig. 2,
is state-deterministic and hence semi-deterministic. In this speci!cation, we have added
⊥ as a special value for the state variable v to indicate that random has been called
without being followed by a call to val. Thus, we delay the choice of the random value
until a !rst call to val is made after a call to random. The disjunction in val deals
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SE1
v :Z
stuck :B
INIT
v=0
¬ stuck
random
 (v)
¬ stuck ⇒ v′= v+ 1
val
out! :Z
stuck ⇒ out! = 0 ∧ ¬ stuck ⇒ out! = v
zero
 (stuck)
stuck ′
Fig. 3. Object-Z speci!cation SE1 for LE .
with the two cases where val has not been called since the last call to random (!rst
disjunct), and where val has been called and the value of v should remain the same
(second disjunct).
Note that the notion of a semi-deterministic speci!cation is more general than that
of a state-deterministic speci!cation. Consider the speci!cation SE1 shown in Fig. 3. It
is similar to SB1, but it contains one additional state variable stuck and one additional
operation zero. Initially, the value of v is 0 and stuck is false. As long as stuck is
false, the value of v is incremented each time random is called. Note that no value
for v′ is speci!ed in random when stuck is true, which means that SE1 is not state-
deterministic. The operation val returns 0 if stuck is true, and the value of v otherwise.
Finally, the operation zero sets the value of stuck to true, thereby ensuring that val
will always return 0 after that.
As explained above, SE1 is not state-deterministic. It is semi-deterministic, because
no matter what the value of v′ is after a call to random when stuck is true, the future
behaviour of SE1 does not depend in any way on this value of v′. Clearly it is easy
to change SE1 so that it is state-deterministic and still speci!es the same behaviour,
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by specifying a speci!c value for v′ in random when stuck is true. However, such a
speci!cation would unnecessarily restrict the value of v′. Although this is a contrived
example, it shows a class of speci!cations that are semi-deterministic, but not state
deterministic: whenever the future behaviour of the speci!cation depends on only part
of the state of the speci!cation (for example, in SE1, the future behaviour does not
depend on the value of v if stuck is true).
Proposition 3. Let S be a semi-deterministic specication. S is demonic i; LS is a
demonic language.
Proof. One direction of the implication follows from Proposition 1. For the other
direction, assume that LS is demonic and a trace t ∈Tr(LS)\{} with last(t)= 〈; op〉.
We have to prove
ptraceS(front(t))⊆preS(〈; op〉):
So let us assume a state s∈ptraceS(front(t)) and a history h∈LS with I(h)=
front(t) and s∈ nalS(h). Then it is suRcient to prove s∈preS(〈; op〉). LS is demonic
and so we know that there exists an output !∈Out such that h〈〈; op〉; !〉 ∈LS . Hence,
by the de!nition of a semi-deterministic speci!cation, s∈preS(〈; op〉).
4. Renement
Data-re!nement proofs [2, 6, 12, 17] are used to verify that a speci!cation (or imple-
mentation) SC with a concrete state representation is correct with respect to a speci!-
cation SA with an abstract state representation.
There are various well-explored re!nement techniques. The re!nement of speci!ca-
tions or state machines is often de!ned as subset relation on observable behaviours
[1, 8, 13, 15]. In other words, re!nement means that the observable behaviour of SC
must be a subset of the observable behaviour of SA.
In the following, we are going to de!ne an ordering relation on the languages that
are generated by speci!cations and we will use this ordering as the semantics for
re!nement proofs. Thus, we are gaining a re!nement semantics that is di2erent to the
re!nement notions cited above. BrieFy, a speci!cation SC re!nes a speci!cation SA if
every input that was possible for SA is valid for SC and if the corresponding outputs
are in a subset relation. With this semantics the notion of forward re!nement of VDM
and Z [12, 17, 18] will prove to be a sound re!nement method.
Denition 8. Given two speci!cations SA=(Op; StA; In; Out; INITA; S
A
) and S C =
(Op; St C ; In; Out; INITC; S
C
), a relation
abs : StC ↔ StA
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and operation op∈Op, we say that opS A forward data-re!nes to opS C (opS A abs opS C )
i2 the following obligations are ful!lled [12, 17]:
(DR1) ∀∈ In; s∈ StA; t ∈ StC :
((t; s)∈ abs ∧ s∈preSA(〈; op〉)
⇒ t ∈preSC (〈; op〉);
(DR2) ∀∈ In; !∈Out; s∈ St A; t; t′ ∈ StC :
(s∈preSA(〈; op〉) ∧ (t; s)∈ abs ∧ (〈; t〉; 〈t′; !〉)∈ opSC )
⇒ (∃ s′ ∈ StA : (〈; s〉; 〈s′; !〉)∈ opSA ∧ (t′; s′)∈ abs):
Obligation (DR1) asserts that all possible inputs for opS
A
are also possible inputs for
opS
C
. In (DR2) we do not claim that all transitions of opS
A
can be simulated. Instead,
we require that every possible input of opS
A
must be accepted by opS
C
with outputs
that were possible for opS
A
. The relation  de!nes a preorder on operations in the
above context, i.e., on operations with input in In and output in Out.
With this notion of operation re!nement we can state the corresponding technique
of speci!cation re!nement [17].
Denition 9. We say that a speci!cation SA=(Op; St A; In; Out; INITA; S
A
) can be for-
ward re!ned to speci!cation SC =(Op; StC ; In; Out; INITC; S
C
) and write SA  SC if
there exists an abstraction relation abs as above such that
(SR1) ∀op∈Op : opS A abs opS C ,
(SR2) ∀t ∈ INITC ∃ s∈ INITA : (t; s)∈ abs,
We write SA abs SC if we want to explicitly indicate the abstraction relation abs.
Obligation (SR1) requires that every abstract operation can be re!ned to a concrete
one and obligation (SR2) states that, via abs, every concrete initial state corresponds to
at least one abstract state. Note that we overload the semantics of the symbol . It will
be obvious from the context whether we mean operation or speci!cation re!nement.
For the example speci!cations in Appendices A and B, note that SA1  SB1 with
the abstraction relation
abs = {(i; i) : i ∈ Z}:
However, SB1 does not re!ne to SA1 using the same abstraction relation, because there
are many after states for random in SA1 and there is only a single one in SB1. In fact,
as we will see below, there is no abstraction relation so that SB1 forward re!nes to
SA1.
Proposition 4. Forward renement  denes a preorder on specications S as dened
above.
Proof. This follows directly from the fact that forward re!nement for operations is a
preorder. ReFexivity follows from using the identity as the abstraction relation. For
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speci!cations SA; SB and SC with
SA abs1 SB abs2 SC;
we have SA abs SC with the relation-composition abs= abs2 ◦ abs1.
To provide a semantics for re!nement proofs on speci!cations and to ultimately
generalise the results from [9], we de!ne a partial ordering on languages.
Denition 10. Let L and L′ be languages in H,
L′ bL i2 Tr(L)⊆Tr(L′) ∧ ∀ t ∈ Tr(L) : L′(t)⊆L(t):
The above ordering on languages corresponds to the intuition behind obligations
(DR1) and (DR2). For languages L and L′; L′bL if all traces of Tr(L) occur in
Tr(L′) and if every history in L′ corresponding to a trace in L is also a history in
L.
For LA and LB from the appendices, we have LBbLA because the set of histories
for LB is a subset of the histories for LA and all traces that occur in LA also oc-
cur in LB. However, we do not have LAbLB because 〈random〉〈val〉 ∈Tr(LB), but
〈random;⊥〉〈val; 2〉 is in LA(〈random〉〈val〉) and not in LB(〈random〉〈val〉).
Note that the ordering b is di2erent from the subset ordering on languages. For
example, to !nd two languages that are ordered by b, but that are not in a subset
relation, we de!ne the language LF obtained by changing the speci!cation of two in
SC1 from
two
v=2
to
two
 (v)
v′=2
in SF1. Note that two in SF1 does not have a precondition (i.e., the operation can
always be applied) and always changes the value of v to 2; as a result, LF is demonic.
Now LFbLC , even though LF contains more histories than LC .
In the subsequent discussion we are going to identify the poset (partially ordered
set)
(LandH;b)
as a domain for the characterisation of re!nement proofs with forward re!nement and a
notion of backward re!nement. We will also see that the partial ordering b on demonic
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languages characterises forward re!nement proofs on demonic, semi-deterministic spec-
i!cations. Note that (LanH;b) and (Lan
d
H;b) when extended with a bottom element
are complete lattices similar to the complete lattice (LanH;⊆).
We pointed out that the intersection of demonic languages is not necessarily demonic.
However, for demonic languages L′bL, the intersection L ∩L′ is demonic.
Proposition 5. For languages L;L′;L′′⊆H we have
(i) L′bL⇒Tr(L ∩L′)=Tr(L) ∩ Tr(L′)=Tr(L); L′bL′ ∩L;
(ii) L′bL ⇔ (L′ ∩LbL ∧L′ ∪LbL);
(iii) L′′bL′bL⇒L′′ ∩L⊆L′;
(iv) (L′ demonic ∧L′bL) ⇒ L′ ∩L demonic.
Proof. (i) For any two languages L and L′
Tr(L ∩L′)⊆Tr(L) ∩ Tr(L′)⊆Tr(L):
Assume L′bL. Then, Tr(L)⊆Tr(L) ∩ Tr(L′). For t ∈Tr(L) ∩ Tr(L′) we have
L′(t)⊆L(t), hence t ∈Tr(L ∩L′) and furthermore
L′(t)⊆L′(t) ∩L(t) = L′∩L(t):
(ii) Assume L′bL. Then, Tr(L)⊆Tr(L ∪L′) and for t ∈Tr(L),
L∪L′(t) = L(t) ∪L′(t) = L(t):
Therefore, L′ ∪LbL. Part (i) and Tr(L)⊆Tr(L′) imply
Tr(L ∩L′) = Tr(L) ∩ Tr(L′) = Tr(L):
For t ∈ Tr(L),
L∩L′(t) = L(t) ∩L′(t) = L′(t):
Hence, L′ ∩LbL.
Now assume L′ ∩LbL and L′ ∪LbL. It follows
Tr(L)⊆Tr(L ∩L′)⊆Tr(L′)
and for t ∈Tr(L);L′(t)⊆L′∪L(t)⊆L(t). Hence, L′bL.
(iii) Let t ∈Tr(L′′ ∩L). Then, t ∈Tr(L) and because of L′bL we obtain
t ∈Tr(L′). Hence,
L′′∩L(t) =L′′(t) ∩L(t)
⊆L′(t) ∩L(t)
⊆L′(t):
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(iv) For t ∈Tr(L′ ∩L)\{} we conclude
L′∩L(front(t)) =L′(front(t)) ∩L(front(t))
=L′(front(t))
= {h . {1; : : : ; #t − 1} | h ∈ L′(t)}
= {h . {1; : : : ; #t − 1} | h ∈ L′∩L(t)}:
Denition 11. Given two speci!cations SA=(Op; St A; In; Out; INITA; S
A
) and SC =
(Op; StC ; In; Out; INITC; S
C
), we de!ne the restricted-use speci!cation
SC[SA] = (Op; StC ; In; Out; INITC; S
C [SA])
of SC under SA as follows. For every operation op∈Op,
opS
C [SA] = {(〈; t〉; 〈t′; !〉) ∈ opSC | preSA(〈; op〉) = ∅}:
In the case of a forward re!nement, S C[SA] speci!es the behaviour of SC for traces
accepted by SA. We can think of this as projecting SA on SC and then using SC as we
would have SA.
Proposition 6. For specications SA and SC :
(i) S C[SA] id SC with the identity id on StC;
(ii) SAabs SC ⇔ SAabs S C[SA];
(iii) SC demonic ⇒ S C[SA] demonic.
Proof. Part (i) follows from the de!nition of re!nement. From (i) and the transitivity
of re!nement, it follows that SAabs S C[SA] implies SAabs SC . For the converse,
assume SAabs SC . We prove SAabs S C[SA]: let op∈Op.
(DR1) Let s∈preSA(〈; op〉) and r ∈ StC with (r; s)∈ abs. With (DR1) for the re-
!nement opS
A abs opSC we !nd r ∈preSC (〈; op〉). Hence, r ∈preS C [SA](〈; op〉).
(DR2) Let (〈; r〉; 〈r′; !〉)∈ opS C [SA] with (r; s)∈ abs and s∈preSA(〈; op〉). Hence,
(〈; r〉; 〈r′; !〉)∈ opSC and from (DR2) for the re!nement opSA abs opSC we !nd s′ ∈ StA
such that (〈; s〉; 〈s′; !〉)∈ opSA and (r′; s′)∈ abs.
The remaining obligation (SR2) is satis!ed because INITS
C [SA] = INITS
C
.
(iii) Note that if preSA(〈; op〉) = ∅, then preSC (〈; op〉)=preS C [SA](〈; op〉). There-
fore, for t ∈Tr(S C[SA])\{}, we have ptraceSC (t)=ptraceS C [SA](t).
If we use the ordering b as the underlying semantics of speci!cation re!nement
and forward re!nement with obligations (SR1) and (SR2) as the re!nement technique,
then Theorem 1 below proves the soundness of forward re!nement for demonic spec-
i!cations. We !rst prove two lemmas.
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Lemma 1. Assume specications SA and SC . If SA is demonic and there exists an ab-
straction relation abs : StC ↔ StA such that SAabs SC; then for every h∈LSA ∩LSC :
∀ r ∈ nalSC (h) ∃ s ∈ nalSA(h) : (r; s) ∈ abs:
Proof. We prove this by induction on the length of the histories h∈LSA ∩LSC .
Base case (h= ): We have nalSA()= INIT
A and nalSC ()= INIT
C . In this case,
the assertion is exactly (SR2).
Induction step: Assume h〈〈; op〉; !〉 ∈LSA ∩LSC and r′ ∈ nalSC (h〈〈; op〉; !〉). We
!nd r ∈ nalSC (h) such that (〈; r〉; 〈r′; !〉)∈ opS
C
. The induction hypothesis gives us
s∈ nalSA(h) with (r; s)∈ abs. Since SA is demonic, s∈preSA(〈; op〉). Applying (DR2)
we !nd s′ ∈ StA with (r′; s′)∈ abs and (〈; s〉; 〈s′; !〉)∈ opSA . Therefore, s′ ∈ nalSA
(h〈〈; op〉; !〉).
Lemma 2. Assume specications SA and SC . If SA is demonic and there exists an ab-
straction relation abs : StC ↔ StA such that SAabs SC; then for every t ∈Tr(LSA)\{}:
(a) ∅ =ptraceSC ( front(t))⊆preSC (last(t));
(b) ∀r ∈ptraceSC (t) ∃ s∈ptraceSA(t) : (r; s)∈ abs.
Proof. We prove the assertion by induction on the length of traces t ∈Tr(LSA)\{}:
Base case (t= 〈; op〉): Since we assume there exists at least one initial state for each
speci!cation, INITC is non-empty and so ∅ =INITC=ptraceSC ()=ptraceSC (front(t)).
Let r∈ptraceSC ( front(t)). Because of (SR2), we !nd s∈ INITA with (r; s)∈ abs. SA is
demonic and so INIT A⊆preSA(〈; op〉). Hence, s∈preSA(〈; op〉) and condition (DR1)
implies r ∈preSC (〈; op〉). This proves (a). To prove (b), assume r′ ∈ptraceSC (t).
Then there exists r ∈ INITC and !∈Out such that (〈; r〉; 〈r′; !〉)∈ opSC . Then (SR2)
implies that there exists s∈ INITA with (r; s)∈ abs. Since SA is demonic, we have
s∈preSA(t) and (DR2) ensures the existence of s′ ∈ptraceSA(t) with (〈; s〉; 〈s′; !〉)
∈ opSA and (r′; s′)∈ abs.
Induction step: Let t〈; op〉 ∈Tr(LSA) with t = . By the induction hypothesis (a),
we !nd ∅ =ptraceSC (front(t))⊆preSC (last(t)). Hence, ∅ =ptraceSC (t). Let r ∈
ptraceSC (t). Because of induction hypothesis (b) we !nd an element s∈ptraceSA(t)
with (r; s)∈ abs. SA is demonic and so, s∈preSA(〈; op〉). Condition (DR1) implies
r ∈preSC (〈; op〉) which concludes the proof of (a). For (b), let r′ ∈ptraceSC (t〈; op〉).
Then, there exists r ∈ptraceSC (t) and !∈Out such that (〈; r〉; 〈r′; !〉)∈ opSC . The in-
duction hypothesis (b) ensures the existence of s∈ptraceSA(t) with (r; s)∈ abs. SA is
demonic, hence s∈preSA(〈; op〉). With (DR2) we !nd s′ ∈ StA such that (r′; s′)∈ abs
and (〈; s〉; 〈s′; !〉)∈ opSA . Hence, s′ ∈ptraceSA(t〈; op〉).
We can now prove the soundness of forward re!nement for demonic speci!cations.
Theorem 1. Assume specications SA and SC. If SA is demonic and there exists an
abstraction relation abs : StC ↔ StA such that SAabs SC; then
(i) S C[SA] is demonic and LS C [SA] =LSA ∩LSC .
(ii) LSCbLSA .
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Proof. To prove LSCbLSA , we show the following properties:
(1) Tr(LSA)⊆Tr(LSC ).
(2) ∀ h∈LSA , h′ ∈LSC :I(h)=I(h′)⇒ h′ ∈LSA .
Observe that part (a) of Lemma 2 implies (1). We prove assertion (2) by induction
on the length of the histories h∈LSA and h′ ∈LSC .
Base case (h= h′= ): This follows from the fact that  belongs to every language.
Induction step: Assume h〈〈; op〉; !〉 ∈LSA and h′〈〈; op〉; !′〉 ∈LSC with I(h)=
I(h′). Because of the induction hypothesis, h′ ∈LSA ∩LSC . Let r ∈ nalSC (h′) and
r′ ∈ StC with (〈; r〉; 〈r′; !′〉)∈ opSC . It follows from Lemma 1 that there exists s∈
nalSA(h
′) such that (r; s)∈ abs. SA is demonic, hence s∈preSA(〈; op〉). Obligation
(DR2) gives us s′ ∈ StA with (〈; s〉; 〈s′; !′〉)∈ opSA . Hence, h′〈〈; op〉; !′〉 ∈LSA .
To prove (i), !rst we show LS C [SA] =LSA ∩LSC . The inclusions LSA ∩
LSC ⊆LS C [SA] and LS C [SA]⊆LSC are obvious. We prove LS C [SA]⊆LSA by induction
on the length of h∈LS C [SA].
Base case (h= ): Again, this follows from the fact that  belongs to every language.
Induction step: Let h〈〈; op〉; !〉 ∈LS C [SA]. Then, h∈LSA ∩LSC according to our
induction hypothesis. We !nd r ∈ nalS C [SA](h) with r ∈preS C [SA](〈; op〉). Then,
preSA(〈; op〉) = ∅ and r ∈ nalSC (h). Because of Lemma 1 we !nd s∈ nalSA(h) with
(r; s)∈ abs. SA is demonic, hence s∈preSA(〈; op〉). Applying (DR2) we !nd s′ ∈ StA
such that (〈; s〉; 〈s′; !〉)∈ opSA . Hence, h〈〈; op〉; !〉 ∈LSA .
To prove that S C[SA] is demonic we take a trace t ∈Tr(LS C [SA])\{}. From what
we proved before it follows t ∈Tr(LSA ∩LSC )\{}. Because of preSA(last(t)) = ∅ we
have preSC (last(t))=preS C [SA](last(t)). Hence, by Lemma 2(a),
ptraceSC [SA](front(t))⊆ptraceSC (front(t))
⊆preSC (last(t))
=preSC [SA](last(t)):
We have seen that LSCbLSA is a necessary condition for forward re!nement as
de!ned above. It is not suRcient for forward re!nement of non-deterministic speci!-
cations in general. With respect to our semantics we have a sound, but not a complete
re!nement technique. Nevertheless, forward re!nement is a complete method if we
restrict ourselves to semi-deterministic speci!cations.
Theorem 2. Assume a demonic; semi-deterministic specication SA and a demonic
specication SC . Then the following two conditions are equivalent:
(i) LSCbLSA .
(ii) SA  SC .
Proof. (ii)⇒ (i) is a consequence of Theorem 1(ii).
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(i)⇒ (ii): For demonic speci!cations SA and SC we de!ne a relation abs : StC ↔ StA
by
(r; s) ∈ abs i2 ∃ h ∈LSC ∩LSA : r ∈ nalSC (h) ∧ s ∈ nalSA(h):
We are going to prove the re!nement relation SAabs SC . Assume a certain operation
op∈Op.
(DR1) and (DR2): Let (r; s)∈ abs and s∈preSA(〈; op〉). There exists a history
h∈LSA ∩LSC with s∈nalSA(h) and r ∈ nalSC (h). Therefore I(h)〈; op〉∈Tr(LSA).
Since LSCbLSA we have I(h) 〈; op〉 ∈Tr(LSC ). Because SC is demonic we may con-
clude ptraceSC (I(h))⊆preSC (〈; op〉), and so r ∈preSC (〈; op〉).
Assume now r′ ∈ StC and !∈Out with (〈; r〉; 〈r′; !〉)∈ opSC . Hence, we get h〈〈; op〉;
!〉 ∈LSC and r′ ∈ nalSC (h〈〈; op〉; !〉). From LSCbLSA we may conclude h〈〈; op〉;
!〉 ∈LSC ∩LSA and so nalSA(h〈〈; op〉; !〉) = ∅. SA is semi-deterministic and so we
can !nd a state s′ ∈ nalSA(h〈〈; op〉; !〉) such that (〈; s〉; 〈s′; !〉)∈ opS
A
, and we have
(r′; s′)∈ abs according to our de!nition.
(SR2): This is satis!ed because for r∈INITC = nalSC () and s∈INITA=nalSA()
we have (r; s)∈ abs.
Note that implication (i)⇒ (ii) of Theorem 2 holds without the assumption that SA
is demonic. Note also that if condition (i) or condition (ii) holds, that we can always
use the abstraction relation
(r; s) ∈ abs i2 ∃ h ∈LSC ∩LSA : r ∈ nalSC (h) ∧ s ∈ nalSA(h)
to show that SAabs SC .
For the speci!cations and languages in the appendices, since SA2 is semi-
deterministic and both LA and LB are demonic, and LBbLA, we can conclude SA2 
SB1. The abstraction relation that can be used to show this is
abs = {(i;⊥) : i ∈ Z} ∪ {(i; i) : i ∈ Z}:
Similarly, we can use the above theorem to prove SA2  SA1 and the same abstraction
relation applies in this case.
The theorem also proves that there is no abstraction relation so that SB1 forward
re!nes to either SA1 or SA2. Similarly, since it is not the case that LCbLF , Theorem 1
proves that there is no abstraction relation so that SF1 forward re!nes to SC1. Note
that we cannot use Theorem 2 for the last case, because SC1 is not demonic.
5. State-abstraction for semi-deterministic specications
We now formalise our notion of state abstractness for demonic, semi-deterministic
speci!cations. We show that languages and semi-deterministic speci!cations de!ne right
congruences in a natural way. Moreover, a partial ordering on these right-congruences
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characterises forward re!nement with abstraction functions. This reFects our under-
standing of re!nement proofs with respect to state abstraction.
Denition 12. (a) For any equivalence relation R on a set M and r ∈M we de-
note the corresponding equivalence class by Sr= {m∈M | rRm} and the quotient space
{ Sr | r ∈M} by M=R. For equivalence relations R1; R2 on M and subsets M1, M2 of M ,
R1 . M1 4R2 .M2 (read “relation R1 restricted to M1 re!nes relation R2 restricted to
M2”) if each equivalence class of R1 restricted to M1 is a subset of some equivalence
class of R2 restricted to M2. If no restriction occurs we write R1 4R2. Note that 4
de!nes a partial ordering on pairs of equivalence relations and subsets of M .
(b) A relation R :H↔H is right invariant if (∀ z ∈H)(xRy⇒ xzRyz). An equiv-
alence relation that is right invariant is called a right congruence. In this case the
concatenation of any equivalence class Sh∈R with a history z ∈H is well-de!ned by
Sh z = hz.
(c) We say that a right congruence R : H↔H de!nes language L if L=H or
L=H\ Sy, for some y∈H.
(d) For a language L⊆H and x; y∈H, xRLy i2 (∀ z ∈H)(xz ∈L⇔yz ∈L).
(e) For a speci!cation S we de!ne a reFexive and symmetric relation R1S ,
xR1Sy i2 (x; y ∈LS ∧ nalS(x) ∩ nalS(y) = ∅) ∨ (x; y ∈LS)
on histories x; y∈H. Its transitive closure will be denoted by RS .
An arbitrary right congruence R typically de!nes more than one language, and every
right congruence R on H trivially de!nes the language H. Consider the language
LA and speci!cations SA1 and SA2 in the appendix. The equivalence relation RLA
contains one equivalence class for all x ∈LA, one equivalence class for all histories
x∈LA ending in 〈random;⊥〉, and one equivalence class for every v∈Z containing
all histories ending in 〈val; v〉 (the equivalence class for the integer 0 also contains
the empty history ). The equivalence relation RSA1 contains two equivalence classes:
one for all x ∈LA and the second one for all x∈LA. To see that all x∈LA belong to
one equivalence class, note that 〈random;⊥〉∈LA and that nalSA1(〈random;⊥〉)=Z.
Therefore, since nalSA1(x)∈Z for all x∈LA, we have
nalSA1(x) ∩ nalSA1(〈random;⊥〉 = ∅:
For SA2, on the other hand, we have RSA2 =RLA .
The following proposition states the correspondence between RL and RS .
Proposition 7. (i) For every language L; RL is a right congruence that denes L.
(ii) Let R be a right congruence that denes a language L. Then R4RL.
(iii) For every semi-deterministic specication S; RS is a right congruence that
denes the language LS with RS 4RLS .
Proof. Assertion (i) follows directly from the de!nition.
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(ii) Let uRw for u; w∈H. Assume further z ∈H with uz ∈L. R is a right congru-
ence and therefore uzRwz. Furthermore, R is a right congruence that de!nes L, which
means that we cannot have uz ∈L, uzRwz, and wz ∈L. Hence, wz ∈L and therefore
uRLw.
(iii) We prove RS is right invariant. Let xRSy with x; y∈LS . This means that there
exist elements xi ∈LS , i=0; : : : ; n with
x = x0; xn = y; nal(xi) ∩ nal(xi+1) = ∅; i = 0; : : : ; n− 1:
S is semi-deterministic and so we get for z ∈H, xz ∈LS ⇔yz ∈LS , and if xz ∈LS
nal(xiz) ∩ nal(xi+1z) = ∅; i = 0; : : : ; n− 1
and hence xzRSyz. Finally, since RS is a right invariance that de!nes LS it follows
from (ii) that RS 4RLS .
SA1 is an example of a speci!cation where RSA1 is not right invariant and does not
re!ne RLA , which is because SA1 is not semi-deterministic.
We are going to reduce the non-determinism of a semi-deterministic speci!cation to
real determinism in the state space, i.e., we transform the speci!cation into a state-
deterministic one. This will be done by using the equivalence relation that is induced
on the state space via the above introduced equivalence relation RS .
Denition 13. Given a semi-deterministic speci!cation
S = (Op; St; In; Out; INIT; S);
we de!ne an equivalence relation ES on the state space St by sESs′ i2
∃ h ∈LS : s; s′ ∈ ∪{nalS(h′) | h′RSh} ∨ s; s′ ∈ St\ ∪ {nalS(h′) | h′ ∈LS}:
We denote the corresponding quotient spaces by
St = St=ES ; INIT = INIT=ES :
In addition, we get a corresponding speci!cation SS =(Op; St; In; Out; INIT; SS) if we
de!ne,
op SS = {(〈; Ss〉; 〈 Ss ′; !′〉) | (〈; s〉; 〈s′; !′〉) ∈ opS}; for all op ∈ Op:
For the speci!cation SE1 from the appendix, the state space of SE1 consists of
equivalence classes of states of SE1. Thus, each state of SE1 contains a set of states
of type se1 de!ned by
se1
v : Z
stuck : B
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For example, the initial state of SE1 is the equivalence class with the singleton set
containing the element s∈ se1 such that s : v=0 and ¬ s : stuck. Moreover, the states
of SE1 contain all equivalence classes that are a singleton set with one element s such
that ¬ s : stuck, plus the one equivalence class consisting of all elements s such that
s : v is any integer and s : stuck is true. The latter equivalence class is a state in SE1
because all these states in SE1 really represent the same abstract state (i.e., they are
indistinguishable with respect to future behaviour).
In general, the correspondence between S and SS is formulated in the following
proposition.
Proposition 8. Let S be a semi-deterministic specication. Then
(a) SS is state-deterministic with LSS =LS and R SS =RS;
(b) S is state-deterministic i; S = SS;
(c) S is demonic i; SS is demonic.
Proof. We !rst prove the following two properties:
(i) ∀ s∈ St, h∈LS : s∈ nalS(h) ⇒ Ss=∪{nalS(h′) | h′RSh };
(ii) ∀ s∈ St; h∈LSS : Ss∈ nal SS(h) ⇒ Ss=∪{nalS(h′) | h′RSh }.
Assertion (i) is an immediate consequence from the de!nition of RS and ES . We prove
(ii) by induction on the length of h∈LSS .
Base case (h= ): Let Ss∈ nal SS(). Because of nal SS()= INIT we !nd s0 ∈ INIT
with sESs0. From (i) and s0 ∈ nalS() we conclude
Ss = s0 = ∪{nalS(h′) | h′RS}:
Induction step: Assume h∈LSS , last(h)= 〈〈; op〉; !〉 and Ss∈ nal SS(h). Then we
!nd s0 ∈ nal SS(front(h)) with (〈; s0〉; 〈 Ss; !〉)∈ op SS . Our induction hypothesis gives us
s0 = ∪{nalS(h′) | h′RS front(h) }. The de!nition of op SS guarantees the existence of
s′0 ∈ s0 and s′∈ Ss with (〈; s0′〉; 〈s′; !〉)∈ opS . Hence, we !nd h0 ∈LS with s′0 ∈
nalS(h0) and h0RS front(h). Note that s
′ ∈ nalS(h0〈〈; op〉; !〉) and because of (i)
and the right invariance of RS ,
Ss = Ss′ =∪{nalS(h′) | h′RSh0〈〈; op〉; !〉}
=∪{nalS(h′) | h′RSh}:
This !nishes the proof of (ii), which shows that SS is state-deterministic. The inclusion
LS ⊆LSS is obvious. For h∈LSS we !nd Ss∈ nal SS(h); from (ii) we can conclude
Ss= ∪{nalS(h′) | h′RSh} and therefore nalS(h) = ∅. Hence, h∈LS .
To see RS =R SS we take h1; h2 ∈H. Note the following equivalences:
h1RSh2 ∧ h1; h2 ∈LS ⇔∃ s ∈ nalS(h1) : Ss = ∪{nalS(h′) | h′RSh1} ∧
Ss = ∪{nalS(h′) | h′RSh2}
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⇔∃ s∈ St : nal SS(h1) = nal SS(h2) = { Ss}
⇔ h1R SSh2 ∧ h1; h2 ∈L SS :
The !rst equivalence follows from (i), the second from LS =LSS and (ii), and the
third from the fact that SS is state-deterministic.
Assertion (b) follows from (i) and (ii), and (c) follows from Proposition 3 and
LS =LSS :
S demonic⇔LS demonic⇔LSS demonic⇔ SS demonic:
For the speci!cations in the appendix, note that SE1 is semi-deterministic, but not
state-deterministic, and hence SE1 = SE1.
We now introduce a relation on pairs (R;L) where R :H↔H is a right congruence
that de!nes a language L.
Denition 14. (R1;L1)6(R2;L2) i2 L1bL2 ∧R1 . (L1 ∩L2)4R2.
R1 . (L1 ∩L2) is an equivalence relation on L1 ∩L2, and the above de!nition re-
quires that every equivalence class of R1 . (L1 ∩L2) is a subset of an equivalence
class of R2. Note that the restriction of R1 to L1 ∩L2 can be canonically extended
to a right congruence on H that de!nes L1 ∩L2. Note also that if L1 =L2 then the
relation (R1;L1)6(R2;L2) reduces to R14R2.
Proposition 9. The relation 6 denes a partial ordering on pairs (R;L) as above.
Proof. The reFexivity and antisymmetry of 6 are immediate from the de!nition. For
the transitivity assume (R1;L1)6(R2;L2)6(R3;L3). Then, L1bL2bL3 and so,
with Proposition 5(iii), L1 ∩L3⊆L2. Hence,
R1 . (L1 ∩L3) = R1 . (L1 ∩L2 ∩L3)
4 R2 . (L2 ∩L3)
4 R3:
We will use this partial ordering to generalise the main results of [9] to demonic,
semi-deterministic speci!cations.
Denition 15. Let L be a language. We de!ne the corresponding abstraction lattice
by
ALL = 〈{R | R right congruence that de!nes L};4〉:
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Proposition 10. ALL is a complete lattice with greatest element RL and least ele-
ment R⊥L;
h R⊥Lh
′ i; (h; h′ ∈L ∧ h = h′) ∨ h; h′ ∈H\L:
Proof. Note that inf {Ri | i∈ I}=
⋂
i∈I Ri and sup {Ri | i∈ I}= trcl(
⋃
i∈I Ri) for any
family Ri ∈ALL, i∈ I , where trcl denotes the transitive closure of a relation. In this
lattice, according to Proposition 7, RL is the greatest element; the least element is the
partition of L consisting entirely of singleton sets, R⊥L.
We will see that the abstraction lattice characterises state abstraction on deterministic
languages and their semi-deterministic speci!cations. If states are viewed as history
summaries, then RL summarises the histories as much as possible, and the minimum
element does no summarisation at all. Proposition 7 tells us that the abstraction lattice
for language L contains an element for every semi-deterministic speci!cation S with
language L, i.e., RS .
Consider the speci!cation SE1 from the appendix. It is semi-deterministic and fully
abstract in the sense that RLE =RSE1. To obtain a speci!cation that is not fully abstract,
we can simply change the speci!cation of random from
random
 (v)
¬ stuck ⇒ v′= v+ 1
to
random
 (v)
v′= v+ 1
The new speci!cation SE2 always increments the value of v in random and is thus
state-deterministic. SE1 only increments the value of v when stuck is false, and leaves
the value of v′ unspeci!ed when stuck is true. Note that this does not change the
language de!ned by the speci!cation, because when stuck is true, the future behaviour
does not depend on the value of v any more. Now (RSE2;LE)6(RSE1;LE) because
every two histories distinguished by RSE1 are also distinguished by RSE2. However, the
converse is not true, since RSE2 distinguishes histories that RSE1 does not. Therefore,
for LE we have
(R⊥LE ;LE)6(RSE2;LE)6(RSE1;LE) = (RLE ;LE):
Unfortunately, the lattice ALL is not suRcient as a domain for data re!nement
proofs with non-deterministic languages. During a forward re!nement, traces might
lose corresponding output sequences. This is the reason why we have to consider all
languages L′ with L′bL.
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Denition 16. We de!ne the partially ordered set
ASH = 〈{(R;L) | R ∈ALL ∧L ∈LandH};6〉
and call it the state abstraction poset of H.
The greatest element of ASH is ({(x; y) | x=y= ∨ x; y∈H\{}}; {}). In gen-
eral, ASH is neither a lattice, nor a meet semi-lattice, nor a join semi-lattice, due
to the non-determinism in the underlying re!nement ordering. Note that by adding a
bottom element we obtain a chain complete poset, i.e. a poset where every chain has
a supremum. In this poset, the in!mum of a chain exists if for each language in the
chain there is a smaller language in the chain which is !nite, in the sense that the
number of outputs for a given input is always !nite.
We propose that the abstraction poset is used to characterise state abstractness
on demonic, semi-deterministic speci!cations. Speci!cally, for two demonic, semi-
deterministic speci!cations SA; SC we will say that SC is less state abstract than SA
if
(RSC ;LSC )6(RSA ;LSA):
For the language LE from the appendix, we have shown a number of elements in
the state abstraction lattice. However, for all these, the language LE is the same. For
an example of two elements in a state abstraction poset for which the languages are
not the same, consider the language SG1 obtained from SA1 by adding the operation
zero and the state variable stuck that behave in the same way as in SE1. SG1 is not
semi-deterministic. We therefore change SG1 to SG2 using the same technique that
was used to turn SA1 into a state-deterministic speci!cation SA2 by introducing the
special value ⊥ to indicate that random has been called without being followed by
a call to val. Then SG2 is state-deterministic and (RSE1;LE)6(RSG2;LG). Note that
LE =LG, but that LE bLG.
We have seen that every semi-deterministic speci!cation de!nes a right-congruence
in a natural way. The converse is true as well. Every element of ASH determines a
semi-deterministic speci!cation in the following sense.
Denition 17. For a right congruence R :H→H that de!nes a language L⊆H we
de!ne a speci!cation S(R;L)= (Op; St S(R;L); In; Out; INITS(R;L); S(R;L)) with state and
initialisation spaces
StS(R;L) = { Sh | h∈L}; INITS(R;L) = { S}:
Then, for each operation op∈Op we de!ne the following state transitions on St:
opS(R;L) = {(〈; t〉; 〈t′; !〉) |  ∈ In ∧ ! ∈ Out ∧
t; t′ ∈ StS(R;L) ∧ t′ = t〈〈; op〉; !〉}:
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Proposition 11. Let R :H→H be a right congruence that denes a languageL⊆H.
Then the following properties hold:
(i) S(R;L) is state-deterministic with RS(R;L) =R and LS(R;L) =L.
(ii) S(R;L) demonic ⇔L demonic.
Proof. (i) By induction over the length of histories in LS(R;L), respectively L, we
prove
(a) ∀ h∈LS(R;L) : h∈L∧ nalS(R;L)(h)= {Sh}.
(b) L⊆LS(R;L).
(a) Base case (h= ): nalS(R;L)()= INIT
S(R;L) = { S}.
Induction step: Let h∈LS(R;L) with last(h)= 〈〈; op〉; !〉. Since LS(R;L) is pre!x-
closed, front(h)∈LS(R;L) and by the induction hypothesis
nalS(R;L)(front(h)) = { front(h)}:
R is a right invariance, hence front(h) last(h)= Sh. We therefore have nalS(R;L)(h)
= ∅ and there exists t′ ∈ St such that (〈; front(h)〉; 〈t′; !〉)∈ opS(R;L). The de!nition of
opS(R;L) gives us t′= front(h) last(h)= Sh. Therefore, h∈L and nalS(R;L)(h)= {Sh}.
(b) Induction step: Let h∈L with last(h)= 〈〈; op〉; !〉. By the induction hypothesis,
we have front(h)∈LS(R;L). Because of (a), nalS(R;L)( front(h))= { front(h)}. Hence,
(〈; front(h)〉; 〈Sh; !〉)∈ opS(R;L) and we are done with
h = front(h) last(h) ∈LS(R;L):
From (a) it follows that S(R;L) is state-deterministic; (a) and (b) imply L=
LS(R;L). Now, for h1; h2 ∈H,
h1Rh2 ∧ h1; h2 ∈L ⇔ nalS(R;L)(h1) = {h1} = nalS(R;L)h2
⇔ h1RS(R;L)h2 ∧ h1; h2 ∈LS(R;L)
and therefore, R=RS(R;L).
(ii) With (i) and Proposition 3 we get that S(R;L) is demonic i2 L is demonic.
We next show that the ordering 6 on the state-abstraction poset ASH has a concrete
interpretation in the context of demonic, semi-deterministic speci!cations.
Theorem 3. Assume demonic; semi-deterministic specications SA and SC . Then the
following properties are equivalent:
(i) (RSC ;LSC )6(RSA ;LSA).
(ii) SSAabs1 SSC; with a partial function abs1 : StC → St A.
(iii) S(RSA ;LSA)abs2 S(RSC ;LSC ); with a function abs2 : (LSA ∩LSC )=RSC →LSA =RSA .
Proof. By Proposition 8 we get the demonic, state-deterministic speci!cations SSA and
SSC with LSSA =LSA , LSSC =LSC , R SSA =RSA and R SSC =RSC .
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(i) ⇒ (ii): With RSC . (LSC ∩LSA)4RSA and LSCbLSA there exists a natural em-
bedding
abs2 : (LSC ∩LSA)=RSC →LSA =RSA ; abs2( Sh) = Sh: (2)
Now, we de!ne a relation abs1 : StC ↔ StA; by
(t; s) ∈ abs1 i2 ∃ h ∈LSA ∩LSC : {s} = nal SSA(h) ∧ {t} = nal SSC (h):
From the remark following Theorem 2, we conclude SSAabs1 SSC . It remains to prove
that abs1 is a partial function from StC to StA. Let (t; s1), (t; s2)∈ abs1, then there exist
h1; h2 ∈LSA ∩LSC with
(a) nal SSC (h1)= {t}= nal SSC (h2),
(b) nal SS A(h1)= {s1}; nal SS A(h2)= {s2}.
From (a) it follows that h1RSCh2. Then, the embedding abs2 in (2) gives us h1RSAh2
which is equivalent to h1R SSAh2. Recall that SS
A is state-deterministic, and hence s1 = s2.
(ii) ⇒ (i): Assume SSA abs SSC with a partial function abs1 : StC → StA. By applying
Theorem 1 we getLSC bLSA . Then, because of Lemma 1 we know that the abstraction
function abs1 satis!es for every h∈LSC ∩LSA the following condition:
(c) ∀ t ∈ StC : {t}= nal SSC (h)⇒ t ∈ dom(abs1)∧{abs1(t)}= nal SSA(h).
Obligation (c) asserts that embedding (2) is well de!ned. This !nishes the proof of
(ii)⇒ (i).
(i)⇔ (iii): Because of Propositions 11 and 8 we have S(RSA ;LSA)= S(RSA ;LSA) and
S(RSC ;LSC )= S(RSC ;LSC ). Then, equivalence (i)⇔ (iii) is an immediate consequence
of equivalence (i)⇔ (ii) with the speci!cations S(RSA ;LSA) and S(RSC ;LSC ).
From statement (c) it follows that any abstraction function abs1 that satis!es (ii), is
uniquely determined on the set ∪{ nal SSC (h) | h∈LSA ∩LSC} and satis!es
∀ h ∈LSA ∩LSC ; t ∈ StC :
{t} = nal SSC (h)⇒ (t ∈ dom(abs1) ∧ {abs1(t)} = nal SSA(h)):
Obviously, for two demonic, semi-deterministic speci!cations SA and SC, equality in
ASH means RSA =RSC and LSA =LSC . From Theorem 3 we can now deduce what this
equality means in terms of the underlying state spaces: two demonic, semi-deterministic
speci!cations SA and SC are equal inASH i2 there is a partial injection abs : StC → StA
such that SSAabs SSC abs−1 SSA.
The following special case of Theorem 3 extends the main result of [9] for determin-
istic and complete languages: for a demonic language L, two elements in the abstrac-
tion lattice ALL are related if and only if there exists a functional re!nement for the
underlying demonic, semi-deterministic speci!cations. Recall that a semi-deterministic
speci!cation is demonic exactly if it de!nes a demonic language.
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Corollary 1. Assume demonic; semi-deterministic specications SA and SC that dene
the same language. Then the following properties are equivalent:
(i) RSC4RSA .
(ii) There exists a partial function abs : StC → StA such that SSA abs SSC .
6. Completeness of renement
We have seen that re!nement with obligations (SR1) and (SR2) is a sound and
complete method for demonic, semi-deterministic speci!cations. But what happens if
the speci!cations are not semi-deterministic? In this case, forward re!nement is not
complete. In other words, there exist demonic speci!cations SA and SC with languages
LSC bLSA where SA cannot be re!ned to SC with (SR1) and (SR2). For example, SA1
does not re!ne to SA2, even though both are demonic and de!ne the same language.
This reFects the similarity with common forward re!nement techniques which are
not complete, unless an adequate backward re!nement technique is added [10, 13, 15].
In this section, we de!ne a backward re!nement technique to also obtain a complete
proof method in our framework. We show that this method together with forward
re!nement is sound and complete, i.e., for speci!cations SA and SC with languages
LSCbLSA we have a re!nement from SA to SC with a combination of forward and
backward re!nement. To accomplish this, we construct intermediate speci!cations.
We !rst de!ne a notion of backward re!nement for operations in our context.
Denition 18. Given two speci!cations SA=(Op; StA; In; Out; INITA; S
A
) and SC =
(Op; StC ; In; Out; INITC; S
C
) with a relation
abs : StC ↔ StA
and an operation op∈Op, we say that opSA backward re!nes to opSC (opSA ′abs opS
C
)
if the following obligations are ful!lled:
(DR1′) ∀∈ In :preSA(〈; op〉) = ∅ ⇒ (preSC (〈; op〉) = ∅
∧ (∀t ∈postSC (〈; op〉)∃ s∈postSA(〈; op〉) : (t; s)∈ abs)
∧ (∀t ∈postSC (〈; op〉); s∈ StA: (t; s)∈ abs⇒ s∈postSA(〈; op〉)) )
(DR2′) ∀∈ In; !∈Out; s; s′ ∈ StA; t ∈ StC :
((t; s)∈ abs∧ (〈; s〉; 〈s′; !〉)∈ opSA)
⇒ (∃ t′ ∈ StC : (〈; t〉; 〈t′; !〉)∈ opSC ∧ (t′; s′)∈ abs)
(DR3′) ∀∈ In; !∈Out; s′ ∈ StA; t; t′ ∈ StC :
((t′; s′)∈ abs∧ s′ ∈postSA(〈; op〉)∧ (〈; t〉; 〈t′; !〉)∈ opSC )
⇒ (∃ s∈ StA : (〈; s〉; 〈s′; !〉)∈ opSA ∧ (t; s)∈ abs)
This relation de!nes a preorder on operations which is di2erent from the common
backward re!nement notions [8, 10, 11, 13, 15, 17] as explained in Section 7.
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Denition 19. We say that a speci!cation SA can be backward re!ned to speci!cation
SC if there exists an abstraction relation abs, as above, such that
(SR1′) ∀ op∈Op : opSA ′abs opS
C
,
(SR2′) (∀ s∈ INITA ∃ t ∈ INITC : (t; s)∈ abs )
∧ (∀ s∈ StA; t ∈ INITC : (t; s)∈ abs⇒ s∈ INITA).
In this case, we write SA′abs SC or simply SA′ SC .
Note that we use the symbol ′ in di2erent contexts for operation and speci!cation
re!nement.
As for forward re!nement, backward re!nement as de!ned above de!nes a preorder.
Proposition 12. The relation ′ denes a preorder on specications S.
The following propositions and lemmas are used to show that forward re!nement
 and backward re!nement ′ together form a sound and complete proof method for
speci!cation re!nement. We !rst concentrate on the soundness of backward re!nement
and then de!ne the intermediate speci!cations that are needed to show that forward
and backward re!nement together are complete.
Now, recall the restricted-use speci!cation S C[SA] from De!nition 11. Similar to
forward re!nement, S C[SA] de!nes how SA is simulated in SC under a backward
re!nement.
Proposition 13. For specications SA and SC :
(i) S C[SA] ′id SC with the identity id on StC;
(ii) SA ′abs SC ⇔ SA ′abs S C[SA]:
Proof. Condition (i) is straightforward and that SA′abs S C[SA] implies SA′abs SC is
a consequence of (i) and the transitivity of ′. It remains to prove that SA′abs SC
implies SA ′abs S C[SA]. We assume SA ′abs SC and an operation op∈Op:
(DR1′) Let preSA(〈; op〉) = ∅. Because of (DR1′) for the re!nement SA′abs SC
we have preSC (〈; op〉) = ∅ and hence by de!nition of S C[SA], preS C [SA](〈; op〉) = ∅.
Now, assume r ∈postS C [SA](〈; op〉). Then, r ∈postSC (〈; op〉) and because of (DR1′),
there exists s∈postSA(〈; op〉) such that (r; s)∈ abs. But, if r ∈postS C [SA](〈; op〉) and
s∈ StA with (r; s)∈ abs, then r ∈postSC (〈; op〉). Again, because of (DR1′) we can
conclude that s∈postSA(〈; op〉).
(DR2′) Let (r; s)∈ abs and (〈; s〉; 〈s′; !〉)∈ opSA. Condition (DR2′) implies the ex-
istence of r′ ∈ StC such that (〈; r〉; 〈r′; !〉)∈ opSC. Hence, by the de!nition of S C[SA],
(〈; r〉; 〈r′; !〉)∈ opS C [SA].
(DR3′) Let (r′; s′)∈ abs and (〈; r〉; 〈r′; !〉)∈ opS C [SA] with s′ ∈postSA(〈; op〉). Then,
(〈; r〉; 〈r′; !〉)∈ opSC and by condition (DR3′), there exists s∈ StA such that (〈; s〉;
〈s′; !〉)∈ opSA and (r; s)∈ abs.
(SR2′) is ful!lled, because SC and S C[SA] have the same initialisation sets.
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The next theorem states the soundness of backward re!nement. Before that, we prove
two lemmas.
Lemma 3. Assume specications SA and SC . If there exists an abstraction relation
abs : St C ↔ St A such that SA ′abs SC; then for every h∈LS C [SA];
(i) ∀ s∈ nalSA(h) ∃ r ∈ nalS C [SA](h): (r; s)∈ abs;
(ii) ∀ s∈ St A; r ∈ nalS C [SA](h) : (r; s)∈ abs⇒ s∈ nalSA(h);
(iii) nalSA(h) = ∅.
Proof. We prove our assertion by induction on the length of h∈LS C [SA]:
Base case (h= ): In this case (i) and (ii) follow from (SR2′) and (iii) is ful!lled
because INITA = ∅.
Induction step: Let h〈〈; op〉; !〉 ∈LS C [SA].
(i) Assume s′ ∈ nalSA(h〈〈; op〉; !〉). Let s∈ nalSA(h) with (〈; s〉; 〈s′; !〉)∈ opS
A
.
From the induction hypothesis (i) we can conclude r ∈ nalS C [SA](h), and thus
r ∈ nalSC (h), with (r; s)∈ abs. Because of (DR2′) we !nd r′ ∈ StC such that (〈; r〉;
〈r′; !〉)∈ opSC , and hence (〈; r〉; 〈r′; !〉)∈ opS C [SA] with (r′; s′)∈ abs.
(ii) Let s′ ∈ StA, r′ ∈ nalS C [SA](h〈〈; op〉; !〉) with (r′; s′)∈ abs. Hence, there exists
r ∈ nalS C [SA](h) with (〈; r〉; 〈r′; !〉)∈ opS
C [SA]. According to the de!nition of S C[SA]
we have preSA(〈; op〉) = ∅. Because of (DR1′) we get s′ ∈postSA(〈; op〉).
Condition (DR3′) then leads to s∈ StA with (〈; s〉; 〈s′; !〉)∈ opSA and (r; s)∈ abs. Our
induction hypothesis (ii) then allows us to conclude s∈ nalSA(h) and hence,
s′ ∈ nalSA(h〈〈; op〉; !〉).
(iii) From nalS C [SA](h〈〈; op〉; !〉) = ∅, we can deduce preSA(〈; op〉) = ∅. We
then !x r′ ∈ nalS C [SA](h〈〈; op〉; !〉). Then, r′ ∈postS C [SA](〈; op〉). Because of (DR1′)
we !nd s′ ∈postSA(〈; op〉) with (r′; s′)∈ abs. From (ii) we conclude s′∈nalSA(h
〈〈; op〉; !〉).
Lemma 4. Assume specications SA and SC . If there exists an abstraction relation
abs : StC ↔ StA such that SA ′abs SC; then for every h∈LSA :
∀ s ∈ nalSA(h) ∃ r ∈ nalSC [SA](h) : (r; s) ∈ abs:
Proof. We prove our assertion by induction on the length of h∈LSA :
Base case (h= ): In this case our assertion is ful!lled because of (SR2′).
Induction step: Let h〈〈; op〉; !〉 ∈LSA . Let s′ ∈ nalSA(h〈〈; op〉; !〉). Then, we !nd
s∈ nalSA(h) with (〈; s〉; 〈s′; !〉)∈ opS
A
. By the induction hypothesis, we can !nd an
r ∈ nalS C [SA](h) with (r; s)∈ abs. Because of (DR2′) there exists r′ ∈ StC such that
(〈; r〉; 〈r′; !〉)∈ opS C [SA] and (r′; s′)∈ abs.
Theorem 4. Let SA and SC be specications with SA′abs SC . Then;
(i) LSC bLSA and LS C [SA] =LSA =LSA ∩LSC ;
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(ii) S C[SA] is demonic if
SA is demonic and ∀ t ∈ INITC ∃ s ∈ St A : (t; s) ∈ abs: (3)
Proof. (i) By the de!nition of S C[SA], LS C [SA]⊆LSC . Furthermore, from Lemma 4,
LSA ⊆LS C [SA] and from Lemma 3, LS C [SA]⊆LSA . This proves LS C [SA] =LSA =LSA ∩
LSC .
For LSC bLSA we prove
∀ t ∈ Tr(LSA) : LSC (t)⊆LSA (t)
by induction on the length of the traces:
Induction step: Let t= t′〈; op〉 ∈Tr(LSA) and h= h′〈〈; op〉; !〉 ∈LSC (t). Then we
!nd r ∈ nalSC (h′), r′ ∈ StC with (〈; r〉; 〈r′; !〉)∈ opS
C
. Since preSA(〈; op〉) = ∅ and
(DR1′), there exists s′ ∈postSA(〈; op〉) with (r′; s′)∈ abs. Then, (DR3′) gives us the
existence of s∈ StA with (〈; s〉; 〈s′; !〉)∈ opSA and (r; s)∈ abs. Finally, our induction
hypothesis together with Lemma 3(ii) ensure that s∈ nalSA(h′), and therefore h∈LSA .
(ii) Let t〈; op〉 ∈Tr(S C[SA]). We have to show ptraceS C [SA](t)⊆preS C [SA](〈; op〉).
Let r ∈ptraceS C [SA](t).
First case, t= : Then, r ∈ INITC . Because of condition (3) we !nd s∈ StA, and
(SR2′) implies s∈ INITA. SA is demonic and so, s∈preSA(〈; op〉). Condition (DR2′)
implies r ∈preS C [SA](〈; op〉).
Second case, t = : Because of (DR1′) we !nd s∈ptraceSA(t) with (r; s)∈ abs. SA is
demonic, hence s∈preSA(〈; op〉) and with (DR2′) we conclude r ∈preS C [SA](〈; op〉).
The above result proves the soundness of backward re!nement with respect to the
ordering b. To prove the completeness of the combination of forward and backward
re!nement, we construct two intermediate speci!cations.
Denition 20. Let S =(Op; St; In; Out; INIT; S) be a speci!cation. We de!ne the cor-
responding tight speci!cation Sˆ =(Op; St; In; Out; INIT; Sˆ) with
opSˆ = {(〈; s); 〈s′; !′〉) ∈ opS | ∃ h ∈LS : s∈ nalS(h)}; for all op ∈ Op:
Each opSˆ is created by restricting the pre- and postconditions of the operation opS
as much as possible without changing the overall behaviour of the speci!cation S. It
is obvious that Sˆ has exactly the same behaviour as S.
Lemma 5. Assume a specication S. Then S abs Sˆ and Sˆ abs S with
(r; s) ∈ abs i; (r = s ∧ ∃ h ∈LS : s ∈ nalS(h))
Additionally; LS =LSˆ and Sˆ is demonic i; S is.
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Proof. The proof is a straightforward veri!cation of the data re!nement rules (DR1),
(DR2), and (SR2).
(DR1) and (DR2) Let (r; s)∈ abs. Then, r= s and there exists h∈LS with
s∈ nalS(h). By de!nition of Sˆ, we get s∈preS(〈; op〉) ⇔ s∈preSˆ(〈; op〉).
In addition, we have
(〈; s〉; 〈s′; !〉) ∈ opSˆ ∧ (s′; s′) ∈ abs⇔ (〈; s〉; 〈s′; !〉) ∈ opS ∧ (s′; s′) ∈ abs:
Obligation (SR2) is obvious because the same initialisation sets are used in S
and Sˆ.
Obviously, LSˆ ⊆LS and to show LS ⊆LSˆ , we prove ∀ h∈LS : nalS(h)=
nal Sˆ(h) by induction on the length of h∈LS :
Base case (h= ): nalS()= INIT= nal Sˆ().
Induction step: Let h〈〈; op〉; !〉 ∈LS . From the induction hypothesis,
nalS(h)= nal Sˆ(h). The de!nition of op
Sˆ then implies nalS(h〈〈;op〉;!〉)=
nal Sˆ(h〈〈;op〉;!〉).
Of course, this implies for every trace t ∈Tr(Ls) that ptraceS(t)=ptraceSˆ(t) and
the remaining assertion, S demonic i2 Sˆ demonic, is an immediate consequence.
With the same notations as above we prove that Sˆ backward re!nes to S(R⊥LS ;LS).
Recall that the state space StS(R
⊥
LS
;LS ) can be identi!ed with the set LS ∪{H\LS}.
Lemma 6. Let S be a specication. Then Sˆ ′abs S(R⊥LS ;LS) with
(h; s) ∈ abs i; s ∈ nalS(h):
Proof. (DR1′) Let s∈postSˆ(〈; op〉). Because of the tight de!nition of opSˆ there exists
a history h∈LS with last(I(h))= 〈; op〉 such that s∈ nalS(h). Hence (h; s)∈ abs and
h∈postS(R⊥
LS
;LS )(〈; op〉).
If h∈postS(R⊥
LS
;LS )(〈; op〉), then h∈LS and thus there exists s∈ nalS(h). Therefore,
s∈postSˆ(〈; op〉) and (h; s)∈ abs.
Let h′ ∈postS(R⊥
LS
;LS )(〈; op〉) and s′ ∈ St with (h′; s′)∈ abs. Thus, s′ ∈ nalS(h′) and
we !nd h∈LS , !∈Out such that h′= h〈〈; op〉; !〉. Hence, there exists s∈ nalS(h)
with (〈; s〉; 〈s′; !〉)∈ opS . Then, (〈; s〉; 〈s′; !〉)∈ opSˆ .
(DR2′) Assume (h; s)∈ abs and (〈; s〉; 〈s′; !〉)∈ opSˆ . Therefore, s∈ nalS(h) and
hence h〈〈; op〉; !〉 ∈LS . Hence, s′ ∈ nalS(h〈〈; op〉; !〉). We conclude that (h〈〈; op〉;
!〉; s′)∈ abs and (〈; h〉; 〈h〈〈; op〉; !〉; !〉)∈ opS(R⊥LS ;LS ).
(DR3′) Let (h′; s′)∈ abs and (〈; h〉; 〈h′; !〉)∈ opS(R⊥LS ;LS ). Then, s′ ∈ nalS(h′) ac-
cording to our de!nition, and there exists s∈ nalS(h) such that (〈; s〉; 〈s′; !〉)∈ opSˆ .
(SR2′) Note that nalS()= INIT and INIT
S(R⊥LS ;LS ) = {}. Hence, s∈ INIT i2 (; s)
∈ abs.
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Lemma 7. Let SA and SC be specications with demonic SC and let LSC bLSA . Then
there is a forward renement S(R⊥LSA ;LSA)abs S
C with
(r; h) ∈ abs i; h ∈LSA ∩LSC ∧ r ∈ nalSC (h):
Proof. This follows from Proposition 11 and Theorem 2 where, as we remarked,
(i)⇒ (ii) holds for not necessarily demonic SA.
Finally, we formulate the completeness theorem of the combination of forward and
backward re!nement which is a consequence of Lemmas 5–7.
Theorem 5. Let SA and SC be specications; SC demonic with LSC bLSA . Then there
exist abstraction relations absi; i=1; 2; 3 such that
SA abs1 Sˆ
A ′abs2 S(R⊥LSA ;LSA) abs3 S
C:
If we restrict ourselves to demonic speci!cations, this completeness result together
with Theorems 1 and 4 shows that forward and backward re!nement together form a
sound and complete proof method with respect to the ordering b on demonic languages.
Theorem 6. Let SA and SC be demonic specications. SA renes to SC by using
forward and backward renement i; LSC bLSA .
This theorem shows that there is a re!nement proof that SA1 SA2 using a combi-
nation of forward and backward re!nement. In fact, with the abstraction relation
abs = {(⊥; i) : i ∈ Z} ∪ {(i; i) : i ∈ Z};
we can show that SA1′ SA2. Note that this abstraction relation is the inverse of the
abstraction relation that we used to show SA2 SA1, and that there is no need to
construct any intermediate state machines in this case.
7. Conclusions and related work
In this paper, we have extended the abstraction lattice proposed by Ho2man and
Strooper [9] to cover languages that are not necessarily deterministic and complete
(De!nitions 15 and 16). We have de!ned a partially ordered set of languages and right
congruences that characterises state abstractness on demonic and semi-deterministic
speci!cations and we have shown that the VDM and Z notion of (forward) re!nement
with abstraction functions from the concrete to the abstract state spaces is sound and
complete with respect to this partial order for demonic, semi-deterministic speci!cations
(Theorem 3). Finally, we have de!ned a notion of backward re!nement (De!nition
19), similar to the common backward re!nement notions, and shown that forward and
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backward re!nement together are sound and complete techniques for re!ning demonic
speci!cations (Theorem 6).
The re!nement relation we used on demonic speci!cations combines common for-
ward re!nement as it is known from Z and VDM [12, 17] with our notion of backward
re!nement, which is a modi!cation of the classical backward re!nement [10, 13, 15].
The combination leads to a re!nement notion on the underlying demonic languages that
is di2erent from the classical re!nement semantics for the state machines generated by
Z speci!cations [8, 17] or speci!cations with predicate transformer semantics [5, 17]. In
relational semantics [17], operations in Z and VDM are interpreted as total operations,
where the states that ful!ll the precondition are in their speci!ed relation to the states
ful!lling the postcondition and the states that do not satisfy the precondition are related
to every possible state in the state space. With total operations every combination is
possible and the semantics of the underlying state machine is de!ned as the set of all
behaviours that can be derived by performing the extended operations in sequence. In
this semantics, re!nement is de!ned as a selection process on the histories that be-
long to the same trace, and forward and backward re!nement are sound and complete
re!nement methods in this semantics [8, 17].
By providing a di2erent notion of backward re!nement (De!nition 19) and by lim-
iting ourselves to demonic speci!cations (De!nition 6) we can ensure that traces never
disappear during the re!nement. Re!nement in this sense is a selection process on
the histories that belong to the same trace (De!nition 10). This is not the case for
re!nements with forward and backward re!nement in the usual sense, where histo-
ries are selected, but traces may disappear as a consequence of the re!nement. Note
that for speci!cations, SA re!nes to SC with forward and backward re!nement in the
usual sense [17] does not necessarily imply LSC bLSA : it is possible that the traces
in Tr(LSA) are not a subset of Tr(LSC ), and so traces can disappear during the re-
!nements. In complete analogy to the classical re!nement result [8, 10, 11, 17], forward
and backward re!nement in our context build a sound and complete re!nement method
with respect to the ordering relation b on the languages (Theorems 5 and 6).
By restricting the set of speci!cations to demonic and semi-deterministic speci!-
cations, forward re!nement in its own becomes even a sound and complete method
(Theorem 2). This corresponds to similar results in [8, 10], for so-called canonical
speci!cations.
In [10], inputs and outputs do not occur explicitly, a !nite alphabet of operations
with bounded non-determinism is assumed, and a special symbol ⊥ is introduced in
the state space to simulate divergences. The semantics of state machine re!nement is
the improved failures model of CSP [3, 7]: a process is represented as a pair (F;D)
of failures F and divergences D. Thus, process (F1; D1) re!nes to process (F2; D2) i2
F2⊆F1 and D2⊆D1. This implies that the traces of the concrete process are a subset
of the traces de!ned by the abstract process. The re!nement notions on the operation
level are down-simulation and up-simulation which are similar to forward and backward
simulation, respectively. Down-simulation achieves that the concrete traces are a subset
of the abstract ones and hence is stronger than forward simulation in our context.
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Neither down-simulation nor up-simulation are complete re!nement methods on their
own, but it is shown that down-simulation together with up-simulation are sound and
complete with respect to state machine re!nement in the improved failures model.
In [11], the trace model for re!nement relies on divergences and not on failures.
Again there is no occurrence of input and outputs and a special symbol ⊥ appears in
the state space to simulate divergences. A process is represented as a tuple (T; D) with
traces T and divergences D. The process (T1; D1) re!nes to process (T2; D2) i2 T2⊆T1
and D2⊆D1. Downward and upward simulation de!ne the two re!nement notions at
the operation level. They are slightly di2erent to the respective notions in [10]. This is
due to the missing notion of failures. But again the traces of the abstract process are a
subset of the traces of the concrete process. One of the main results of this paper is
again that downward and upward simulation together form a complete proof method
when the divergence model is used for state machine re!nement.
Gardiner and Morgan [5] use predicate transformer semantics instead of relational
semantics [8]. The predicate transformer for a speci!cation statement can be interpreted
as a relation on the state space that relates the states in the precondition with the cor-
responding states in the postcondition, and that relates all states that do not satisfy the
precondition with all possible states (this is called chaotic behaviour) [14, 17]. Com-
position of predicate transformers then means composition of total operations which
naturally leads to a demonic speci!cation and the re!nement relation on operations
with predicate transformer semantics can be interpreted as subset relation on total op-
erations, similar as for the classical forward and backward re!nement in relational
semantics [8, 17]. One main di2erence with [8] is that Gardiner and Morgan prove
that one single data re!nement method, which they call cosimulation, is sound and
complete when all operations are total. Cosimulation can be interpreted as re!nement
with an abstraction relation on the power sets of the state spaces instead of an abstrac-
tion relation on the state spaces in conventional forward and backward re!nement. Our
forward and backward re!nement notions are stronger and hence less expressive than
cosimulation when used on their own, but they lead to a complete re!nement method
when used in combination.
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Appendix A. Language LA and specications SA1 and SA2
The language LA contains two operations: random generates a random integer value,
and val returns the value generated by the last call to random as an output. If no call
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to random has been made, val returns 0.
SA1
v :Z
INIT
v=0
random
 (v)
true
val
out! :Z
out! = v
SA2
v :Z∪{⊥}
INIT
v=0
random
 (v)
v′= ⊥
val
 (v)
out! :Z
(v= ⊥ ∧v′ ∈Z ∧ out! = v′) ∨ (v∈Z ∧ v′= v ∧ out! = v′)
Appendix B. Language LB and specication SB1
The language LB is a subset of LA. The behaviour of random is changed so that
it is now deterministic and acts like a counter, incrementing the value of the counter
each time random is called.
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SB1
v :Z
INIT
v=0
random
 (v)
v′= v+ 1
val
out! :Z
out! = v
Appendix C. Language LC and specication SC1
The language LC is like LA except that it has the additional operation two, which
does not a2ect the behaviour of the other operations, but which does have a precondi-
tion that states that the value generated by the last call to random should be 2.
SC1
v :Z
INIT
v=0
random
 (v)
true
val
out! :Z
out! = v
two
v=2
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Appendix D. Language LD and specication SD1
The language LC is like LD except that the operation val has been removed.
SD1
v :Z
INIT
v=0
random
 (v)
true
two
v=2
Appendix E. Language LE and specications SE1 and SE2
The language LE is obtained from LB by adding a call zero that ensures that the
output parameter out! of val is always 0 after a call to zero has been made. When zero
has not been called yet, val returns the number of calls to random that have been made.
SE1
v :Z
stuck :B
INIT
v=0
¬ stuck
random
 (v)
¬ stuck⇒ v′= v+ 1
val
out! :Z
stuck⇒ out! = 0 ∧ ¬ stuck⇒ out! = v
zero
 (stuck)
stuck ′
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SE2
v :Z
stuck :B
INIT
v=0
¬ stuck
random
 (v)
v′= v+ 1
val
out! :Z
stuck⇒ out! = 0 ∧ ¬ stuck⇒ out! = v
zero
 (stuck)
stuck ′
Appendix F. Language LF and specication SF1
The language LF is like LC except that instead of testing that the value of v is 2
in two it sets the value of v to 2.
SF1
v :Z
INIT
v=0
random
 (v)
true
val
out! :Z
out! = v
two
 (v)
v′=2
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Appendix G. Language LG and specications SG1 and SG2
The language LG is obtained from LA by adding a call zero that ensures that the
output parameter out! of val is always 0 after a call to zero has been made. When
zero has not been called yet, val returns the value generated by the last call to random
(or 0 if val has never been called).
SG1
v :Z
stuck :B
INIT
v=0
¬ stuck
random
 (v)
true
val
out! :Z
stuck⇒ out! = 0 ∧ ¬ stuck⇒ out! = v
zero
 (stuck)
stuck ′
SG2
v :Z∪{⊥}
stuck :B
INIT
v=0
¬ stuck
random
 (v)
¬ stuck⇒ v′= ⊥
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val
 (v)
out! :Z
stuck⇒ out! = 0
¬ stuck⇒ ((v= ⊥ ∧v′ ∈Z∧ out! = v′) ∨ (v∈Z ∧ v′= v∧ out! = v′))
zero
 (stuck)
stuck ′
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